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Society 
 

Society can be defined as a group of people in a country or in an area who share 

customs, rules and laws. Politics are ideas connected with governing a country or 

a place.The forms of government and political systems differ in various societies, 

the most common in Europe being democracy (the government is elected by the 

people). 

 

The system of government in the Czech Republic 

In the Middle Ages Czech society was ruled by kings, later our kingdom became 

a part of Austro-Hungarian Empire (also known as Habsburg Empire). In 1918 

the independent Czechoslovak Republic was established, which was the first state 

based on democratic principles. Although it was later destroyed by the German 

occupation, it re-appeared in 1945.Between the years 1948 – 1989 the leading power 

in our country were the communists. After the Velvet Revolution they lost their 

influence and in 1993 the republic split and two new states appeared – the Czech 

Republic and the Slovak Republic. 

The Czech Republic is now a parliamentary democracy. The Czech Parliament 

consists of two chambers: the House of Deputies(its members are elected for a four-

year term) and the Senate (senators are elected for six years).They are both bodies 

of legislative power.(=they adopt and approve the laws) .The executive power is 

represented by the government and the president – the official head of state.The 

highest court is called the Supreme Court and it exercises judicial power. 

A new Czech constitution was adopted in 1993. Elections are held every four years 

and the new Prime Minister is the leader of the winning party. He acts as the head of 

government. Among the largest parties there are the Czech Social Democratic Party 

and the Civic Democratic Party. 

 

Questions: 

 

1.How can you describe society? 

 

2.When did the Czechoslovak Republic come into being? 

 

3.Who adopts and approves new laws in our country? 

 

4.Is the Czech president the official head of our country? 

 

5.How often are elections held? 

 

6.Can you name some of the largest Czech political parties? 
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The system of govenment in Great Britain 

Great Britain has always been a monarchy. These days it is a constitutional 

monarchy. The king or queen is formally the head of state and of the Church of 

England as well as the commander–in-chief of the armed forces. The monarch´s 

powers are limited by the constitution, but in Britain the constitution is not a written 

document , it is a set of rules based on tradition.. 

In practice Great Britain is a parliamentary democracy and the Parliament is one 

of the oldest in the world.The famous buildings of the Houses of the Parliament 

in London are popular with tourists. 
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The Parliament consists of the House of the Commons (650 elected members)and 

the House of Lords(about 1,170 hereditary peers or life peers appoined by the 

monarch- they  are called Lords Temporal, and archbishops and senior bishops 

called Lords Spiritual). It is the supreme law-making body. 

The head of the government (responsible for executive power) is the Prime Minister, 

who is the leader of the political party which obtained a majority in a general election. 

A body of leading ministers is called the Cabinet. 

The legal system is a bit different from the Czech one, the sources of British law 

include both written law and unwritten law based on judicial precedent (the decision 

made in the past which is considered as an example or rule to follow later in the 

same or similar situation). 

The first modern political parties, the Conservative and Liberal Parties date back to 

the 19th century, the third party – Labour Party was formed at the end of that century. 

Nowadays there are also a few small parties in Britain.The Conservative Party 

represents the interests of so called Big Business and property owners and is 

supported mainly by higher income groups. The Labour Party is more left-centered 

and its programme often includes social reforms  helping the poor. 
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England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are the parts of Great Britain united 

under one government, but each part has units of local government as well. 

 

Questions: 

 

1.Has Great Britain been a monarchy for a long time? 

 

2.What does the term „constitutional monarchy“ mean? 

 

3.Where is the seat of the British Parliament? 

 

4.Who is the head of the government and how is he(she) chosen? 

 

5.What is the Cabinet? 

 

6.How do the Czech and British legal systems differ? 

 

7.Who is the Conservative Party supported by? 

 

8. Which Members of Parliament are called Lords Spiritual? 

 

Exercises: 

1. Match the words and the definitions: 

 

1.PARLIAMENT 

2.CABINET 

3.PRIME MINISTER 

4.PRESIDENT 

 

a) a group of leading ministers 

b) leader of the winning party 

c) law-making body 

d) official head of state 

 

2. Make word pairs. Choose one word from each box and check with your 

classmate: 

 

political   German   parliamentary occupation   monarchy   principles 

constitutional   leading   Supreme system   election   democracy   Court 

general   armed   life   democratic power   forces   peers 

 

3. Explain in your own words: 

 

CONSTITUTION 

JUDICIAL PRECEDENT 

LEFT CENTERED 
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Vocabulary: 

rule vládnout 

kingdom království 

empire říše 

establish založit 

parliamentary parlamentní 

chamber komora 

deputy zástupce 

legislative zákonodárný 

body orgán 

executive výkonný 

judicial soudní 

constitution ústava 

monarch panovník 

commander velitel 

peer šlechtic 

appoint jmenovat 

archbishop arcibiskup 

supreme nejvyšší 

 

Řešení: 

1. Match the words and the definitions: 1c, 2a, 3b, 4d 

 

2. Word pairs: political system, German occupation, parliamentary democracy, 
constituonal monarchy, leading power, Supreme Court, general election, 
armed forces, life peers, democratic principles 
 

3. Explain in your own words: 
Constitution is the set of basic laws and rules of a country, usually a written 
document 
Judicial precedent is the former court decision which serves as an example to 
follow later in the same situation 
Left centered means the political party or group which wants more social 
change than the other parties 
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